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Figure 1: A single character in many styles; the first row is
the training examples, and the other rows were automatically
generated by our system.
Abstract
We introduce a novel intelligent system which can generate new Chinese calligraphic artwork that meets certain aesthetic requirements automatically. In the machine learning
phase, parametric representations of existent calligraphic artwork are derived from input images of calligraphy. Using
a six-level hierarchical representation, the acquired knowledge is organized as a small structural stroke database, which
is then exploited by a constraint-based analogous reasoning
component to create artwork in new styles. A set of geometric constraints is proposed and incorporated into the system
for rejecting the aesthetically unacceptable results. The combination of knowledge from various input sources creates a
huge space for the intelligent system to explore and produce
new calligraphy.

Introduction
Chinese calligraphy is among the finest and most important
of all Chinese art forms, and an inseparable part of Chinese
history. It can convey not just what is explicitly in the written message but also the emotions of the writer. The very
c 2004, American Association for Artificial IntelliCopyright °
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delicate aesthetic effects achievable by Chinese calligraphy
are generally considered to be unique among all calligraphic
arts. The most common use of calligraphic art in the digital world is creating typographic or artistic fonts for display or printing, for which Knuth has done some pioneering work (1979). In (Blum & Wed 1967), the authors gave
a detailed analysis of the writing effects that hairy brushes
can produce. For artistic rendering, researchers have tried
to model the brush used in calligraphy, such as (Strassmann
1986) where the brush is modeled as a collection of bristles
which evolve over the course of the stroke.
In this paper, we propose a methodology for automatically generating novel artistically appealing Chinese calligraphy artwork based on a small number of training samples
from existing calligraphic artwork. In particular, we adopt
shape analysis techniques to recover the shapes of the training examples, and represent them using a hierarchical parameterization. An analogous reasoning process is proposed
to align the shape representations of the training examples,
and then to generate novel calligraphy artwork. The process
takes into consideration aesthetics expressed in the form of
geometric constraints of the constructive elements to filter
out aesthetically unacceptable candidates. To demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed methodology, we have implemented a prototype system which is able to generate brand
new Chinese calligraphic artwork fully automatically when
given as input a small training set (typically below 10). To
the best our knowledge, there has not been any published
work on the same approach. A related research is (Ramalho
& Ganascia 1994)’s work on the simulation of creativity in
jazz performance, in the sense that it is also an attempt to
model artistic activities using analogous reasoning.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
the formulation for the problem of “artistic calligraphy generation” and provides an overview of the system architecture. Section 3 describes the hierarchical and parametric
representation for modeling the shape of Chinese characters
as well as the extraction of their representation. Section 4
explains the proposed analogical reasoning process for automatic generation of new Chinese calligraphic characters.
Section 5 discusses how aesthetics in terms of geometrical constraints can be incorporated in the system in order
to weed out unacceptable candidates for the final output of
the artwork. Section 6 gives the experimental results and
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Figure 2: Architecture of our intelligent calligraphy generation system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Hierarchical representation of a Chinese character (only four levels are shown). (b) Six-level hierarchical representation of calligraphy.
suggests some possible directions for future research.

Problem Formulation and Overall System
Architecture
Our approach to solving the problem of generating new calligraphy based on some given training samples consists of
three major steps: shape decomposition, reference model
generation from examples, and novel calligraphy generation.
Calligraphic shape decomposition. Let P denote a model
family, each spanned by a parameterization E for representing the class of interested shapes (Chinese characters
in our case), and let Ci denote the image of the i-th training example. Shape decomposition (or recovery) is equivalent to the problem of identifying the model P in P and a
corresponding set of parameters E∗ to instantiate a model
P(Ei ) as a best fit for Ci . If P is a hierarchical composition of shape primitives, E will also be hierarchical and
the recovery process becomes that for a shape decompo-
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sition problem. In our context, the process is equivalent
to character stroke segmentation/extraction.
Calligraphy model generation from examples. Given a
set of n models {Pi }, each corresponding to one of the
training examples, a family of novel shape models P(ω)
can be defined by blending the n model instances, {Pi }.
For the blending, an optimal match computed based on
shape information is needed. An analogous reasoning
process (intuitively, a kind of interpolation/extrapolation)
is adopted for the model blending. Note that the newly
derived shape family is parameterized by a set of blending
parameters, ω, to control the contribution of each training
example.
Novel calligraphy generation. Given P(ω) and a set of
aesthetically related geometrical constraints, Θ, on the
primitive shapes, novel calligraphy can be generated by
identifying some ω which can satisfy Θ in such a way that
only aesthetically acceptable calligraphy artwork will be
selected.

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the proposed
intelligent calligraphy generation system. At the heart of the
system is an analogous reasoning component that creates
new calligraphy based on training examples and satisfying
all the aesthetic constraints. In our experiments, the training
examples come from printed “copybooks”. Our simulated
analogous reasoning process is essentially data prediction
(either interpolation or extrapolation) subject to the aesthetical constraints.

Hierarchical and Parametric Representation
The earliest Chinese characters are pictographs, which
project meanings through shapes and images in an intuitive
fashion. Over time, these characters gradually became symbols. It can be easily observed that many basic features occur
in different Chinese characters frequently. To take advantage
of this representation redundancy, we employ a hierarchical
representation for Chinese characters. The hierarchical approach extends also to the level of calligraphy artwork.

Hierarchical Representation
We decompose a Chinese calligraphy artwork into six levels: constructive ellipse level, primitive stroke level, compound stroke level, radical level, single-character level, and
complete artwork level (see Figure 3(b)). Via this six-level
framework, a Chinese calligraphy artwork is represented
parametrically. The parametric representations of the calligraphic artwork at all levels altogether form the parameter
space E for the ensuing reasoning process to generate aesthetically acceptable novel calligraphy artwork.
Figure 3(a) shows the hierarchical representation of the
Chinese character “zhe”. The lower-level elements will be
promoted to the next upper level (e.g., the primitive stroke
P1,1 in Figure 3(a) becomes the compound stroke P2,1 at the
next upper level) if they cannot be combined with other elements at the same level. Similarly, it is possible for a radical
to degrade to a compound stroke, and then to a primitive
stroke. With this promotion and degradation arrangement, a
uniform six-level hierarchy can result, which will be needed
in the calligraphy generation phase.

Six Levels of Parametric Representation
We denote the i-th constructive element at the k-th level as
Pk,i , and its corresponding shape parameters in matrix form
as Ek,i . If k ≥ 1, Pk,i must be composed of one or more
constructive elements in one level down; we call the latter sub-constructive elements. All the information needed
for the composition of Pk,i is stored in Tk,i , the topological
constructor of Pk,i . Also, we denote Pk,i the bounding box
of the image space that the element Pk,i occupies, that is,
Pk,i , {Pk,i .h, Pk,i .w, Pk,i .x, Pk,i .y}, where Pk,i .h is the
box’s height, Pk,i .w the box’s width, and (Pk,i .x, Pk,i .y) the
box’s center. All the coordinates are in the world coordinate
system.
At the 0-th level of the hierarchical representation, the artwork is viewed as a collection of ellipses, denoted as P0 .
These ellipses are called the “constructive ellipses” of the
artwork (Figure 3(b)). For each constructive ellipse denoted

as P0,i , let (xi , yi ) be the center and ai and bi the lengths
of its major and minor axes respectively. Then, the “image”
of the artwork C will be rendered as the regions in the image space that are covered by the collection of the constructive ellipses. This representation is inspired by the Blum
model (Blum & Wed 1967), in which a zonary area is defined through an ellipse moving along a predefined curve.
An element at a level higher than the zero-th level, say
Pk+1,l ∀k > 0, is composed of Nk+1,l elements at the next
lower level, from Pk,l1 , · · · , Pk,lNk+1,l . The corresponding
shape matrix Ek+1,l is derived by concatenating the matrices
Ek,l1 , · · · , Ek,lNk+1,l column by column in sequence. Since
the parametric representation of a constructive ellipse is a
4 × 1 matrix, the proposed concatenation at the higher levels
will produce matrices having exactly four rows. Each row
of the matrix formed is called a field of the element’s parametric representation. Different fields of an element can be
separately reasoned on.

Calligraphic Shape Decomposition
This is the process in which the hierarchical and parametric representations are extracted from training examples—
images of calligraphy artwork.
Extracting Levels 0–1 Elements To extract the constructive ellipses from a training example, we first compute the
skeleton of the calligraphy artwork. This is called “character
skeletonization” in pattern recognition. Once the skeletons
of the primitive strokes are identified, each pixel on these
discrete curves is taken as the center of an ellipse, and the
biggest ellipse that can fit into the stroke area is computed.
Extracting Levels 2–3 Elements We identify compound
strokes and radicals by analyzing the spatial relation between the primitive and compound strokes at higher levels
through shape grammar productions. The shape grammar
production that yields the highest overall confidence will be
applied for the stroke composition.
Extracting Level 4 Elements. To extract the constructive
elements at level 4, we need to determine which radicals belong to the same character, and whether the radicals are degraded or not. This is the well-known and frequently occurring problem of “character segmentation” in pattern recognition research. In our system, we use projection analysis
to account for possible slanting of the characters in order to
segment the characters that are in a calligraphy artwork, like
what is done in (Yanikoglu & Sandon 1994).

Calligraphic Model Generation From
Examples
Principles of Calligraphic Model Generation
In 1975, Simon pointed out that design and creation is a
class of problems having a character of synthesis (Simon
1975). Keane (Keane 1988) applied analogical mechanisms
to problem solving. Our approach of generating new calligraphy using training examples is also based on an analogical
reasoning process (ARP). One can understand the adopted
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ARP as synthesizing a novel shape model by blending together some known ones. To support the blending, shape
primitives mapping between models is typically needed and
thus also forms part of the adopted ARP.
In principle, the ARP can be applied at different levels
of the hierarchy and different artistic effects will result. Assume the ARP is applied to Pk,l , the l-th constructive element on the k-th level of the hierarchical representation.
And we have n different versions of Pk,l : P1k,l , · · ·, Pnk,l ,
which are derived from the n training examples and considered as the knowledge sources in the ARP. We also denote
the result of the ARP as Prk,l .
The general mathematic principle we adopted in the ARP
can then be stated as Eq.(1), where ω i (i = 1, · · · , n) is the
analogous reasoning intensity for Pik,l .
Prk,l =

n
X

ω i Pik,l

(1)

i=1

The suggested ARP is essentially either an interpolation
or an extrapolation process. That is, ω i is the interpolation or extrapolation weight for Pik,l with the constraint that
Pn
i
i=1 ω = 1. In our intelligent calligraphy generation system, all the analogous reasoning intensities can be adjusted
by the user manually through a graphical interface. Our system is also equipped with a component to generate random
perturbations for the analogous reasoning intensities to be
used for generating new calligraphy with aesthetic constraint
satisfaction.

New Calligraphy Generation System
In this subsection, we reveal more details on how we construct our system based on the general principle of calligraphic model generation as discussed above.
In our implemented system, computation on Pik,l is carried out by operating its matrix-form parametric representation Eik,l . Obviously, to apply Eq.(1), the dimensions of the
shape matrices Eik,l must all be identical. Otherwise a correspondence problem would appear, which is similar to the
mapping issue in analogous reasoning.
Thus we need to equalize the dimensions of the reasoning
sources. That is, if Pk,s and Pk,t are knowledge sources in
the ARP, their shape matrix representations (Ek,s )4×n1 and
(Ek,t )4×n2 must satisfy the condition that n1 = n2 . Recall that each element has four fields, and thus four rows
for Ek,s and Ek,t respectively. For shape matrices with different dimensions, which correspond to the cases of similar strokes having different numbers of constructive ellipses,
the ARP can be made possible by computing a correspondence or match between Pk,s and Pk,t . Here, we define an
equalization operator, ∇gt , which converts a matrix with any
number of columns into a new matrix with t columns based
on “key columns” in the original matrix.
To instantiate the equalization operator ∇gt , we first derive
a discrete planar curve composed of the centers of all the
constructive ellipses that Pik,l contains, which is denoted as
Cik,l . In our case, the derived curve is actually the skeleton
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of the component Pik,l . If Cik,l has v + 1 key points, with
their occurrences in the curve being the sequence u0 , u1 ,
· · ·, uv , the “key columns” in the matrix Ek,li are selected
as the u0 , u1 , · · ·, uv -th columns. We use the algorithm
in (Zhu & Chirlian 1995) to extract critical points on the
planar curve as the key points. Based on the key columns
computed for all the shape matrices of the training examples,
the correspondence among them can readily be set up.
In the ARP, we assume the shape of a constructive element written in the font style “Kai” (GB2312) as used in
recent versions of Microsoft Word to be the standard shape
of an element. For each reasoning source Pk,l in the ARP,
we denote its associated standard constructive element as
std
Pstd
k,l and its matrix form parametric representation as Ek,l .
Note that because the syntax of the component Pk,l has already been extracted in the calligraphy shape decomposition phase, we can easily identify the correspondent Pstd
k,l for
each Pk,l by their syntax. We then compute the distance Fk,l
by which the shape of Pik,l differs from that of Pstd
k,l , as expressed in (2). Fik,l is used as the feature of Pik,l in our ARP.
Fik,l , Eik,l ª Estd
k,l

(2)

ª can simply be implemented as a minus operator between
matrices, as what is currently done in our prototype system.
More delicate feature extraction strategies are likely to yield
better reasoning results.
The weighting associated with the s-th field of the i-th
source knowledge on the k-th level, i.e., the i-th training exi
i
ample (Pik,l ), is denoted as ωl,s
. We call ωl,s
(s = 1, · · · , 4)
i
the reasoning intensity of Pk,l in the ARP. Then the order
i
set of analogous reasoning intensities, ωl,s
, s = 1, · · · , 4
i
forms the “viewpoint sequence” of the ARP: ω = {ωl,s
|i =
1, · · · , n; s = 1, · · · , 4}. It is so called as different orders of
presenting the training examples will yield different calligraphy results.
To derive Fk,r , the features of the reasoning result via
i
the ARP, we take the reasoning intensity ωl,s
against the
i
s-th field of the i-th reasoning source Pk,l as the weight
for the s-th row of the feature matrix Fik,l in an interpolation/extrapolation process (s = 1, · · · , 4; i = 1, · · · , n).
This means that Fik,l s are the entities that are actually interpolated/extrapolated. The interpolation/extrapolation process we employed to simulate the ARP is in the form of
Eq.(3).
Fk,r = ®(F1k,l , · · · , Fnk,l , ω)
(3)
where ® is the analogous reasoning mechanism simulation
operator, which is currently implemented as an interpolation/extrapolation process in our prototype system. If all the
intensities of reasoning sources fall within (0, 1), namely
0 ≤ ωlis ≤ 1 (s = 1, · · · , 4; i = 1, · · · , n), the ARP is
simulated using an interpolation process; otherwise it is simulated using an extrapolation process. From a psychological
point of view, if ∃ωlis < 0, the ARP reflects the inverse reasoning of brain activity; if ∃ωlsi > 1, the ARP represents
positive exaggeration of brain activity; and if n ≥ 3, the
ARP mimics combined thinking activity.

Finally by adding back the shape of Pstd
k,r , the standard
constructive element associated with the reasoning result
Pk,r in the ARP, we obtain the parametric representation
Ek,r of Pk,r as indicated by Eq.(4), where Estd
k,r is the matrixform parametric representation of the shape of Pstd
k,r . In the
equation, the operator ⊕ applies the reverse function of the
operator ª. Since in our system, ª is simply implemented
as a minus operator between matrices, ⊕ is realized as an addition operator between matrices in our software prototype.
Ek,r = Fk,r ⊕ Estd
k,r


θ (P
) , (θxi,j )m×m ;


 x k+1,1
θy (Pk+1,1 ) , (θyi,j )m×m ;
i,j


 θs (Pk+1,1 ) , (θs )m×m ;
(i = 1, · · · , m; j

θxi,j = ϑx (Pk,li , Pk,lj )
θyi,j = ϑy (Pk,li , Pk,lj )
θsi,j = ϑs (Pk,li , Pk,lj )
= 1, · · · , m)
(6)

(4)

Note that the ARP can be applied not only to the matrix
representations of all the reasoning sources by evaluating
a series of matrix operations simulating the ARP, but also
to the topological constructors of all the reasoning sources.
Some simple ARP simulation operators for topological constructors are: arithmetic mean, geometric mean and harmonic mean.

Generating Artistic Calligraphy
Before accepting the generated artwork candidates, a filtering step is needed to make sure that they meet some aesthetic
requirements. These requirements were derived by learning
from the training examples.

Extracting Aesthetic Constraints from Training
Examples
Measuring Overlapping between Constructive Elements
Needed for a quantifiable constraint on aesthetics is the concept of degree of overlapping between two constructive elements. The degree of overlapping indicates the spatial relationship between the elements and can be used to direct the
process of generating the upper-level constructive elements
from the lower-level ones.
Let the bounding boxes of two constructive elements a
and b be denoted as a and b. Three types of overlapping
between a and b, as given in (5), can be defined, namely,
the x dimensional overlapping ϑx (a, b), the y dimensional
overlapping ϑy (a, b), and the area overlapping ϑs (a, b).

 ϑx (a, b) , (a.x − b.x)/(a.w + b.w)
ϑ (a, b) , (a.y − b.y)/(a.h + b.h)
 y
ϑs (a, b) , (I(a) ∩ I(b))/(I(a) ∪ I(b))

as given in Eq.(6). the three matrices are essentially made up
of degrees of x, y dimensional and area overlapping between
every pair of Pk,li and Pk,lj .

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)

(5)

In (5.3), I(a) and I(b) are the areas in the image space
that the constructive elements a and b take up; I(a) ∩ I(b)
and I(a) ∪ I(b) are the intersection and union of these two
areas, respectively.
Structure Matrix of a Constructive Element Based on
the three types of overlapping just defined, we can represent
in a compact form the spatial overlapping of a constructive
element’s composing components (at a lower level) using
what we call structure matrices. Recall Pk+1,l is composed
of m constructive elements Pk,l1 , · · ·, Pk,lm in the next lower
level. Three structure matrices, θx (Pk+1,1 ), θy (Pk+1,1 ), and
θs (Pk+1,1 ), can be defined to represent the structure (the
spatial relationship of it composing components) of Pk+1,l ,

Constraint Satisfaction for Calligraphy Generation
Based on the structure matrices of the m training examples
computed according to Eq.(6), we can derive constraint matrices for the ARP needed for the generation of artistic calligraphy artwork. Without loss of generality, we discuss how
to derive two representative x-dimensional constraint matrices from the set of matrices θx (Pk,l1 ), · · ·, θx (Pk,lm ). The
two representative constraint matrices correspond to the matrix of the maximum tolerable structure θxmax and that of
the minimum tolerable structure θxmin . Assume that each of
Pk,l1 , · · ·, Pk,lm is composed of m constructive elements of
the next lower level. Then, θxmax and θxmin are both m × m
dimensional matrices. In θxmax , the element θxmax (i, j) is
the maximum value of all the n elements in the i-th row
and the j-th column of θx (Pk,l1 ), · · ·, θx (Pk,ln ). Similarly,
θxmin (i, j) is the minimum value of all the elements in the ith row and the j-th column of θx (Pk,l1 ), · · ·, θx (Pk,ln ). The
use of the two constraint matrices in the ARP is intuitive.
During the ARP, when the system automatically generates a
new constructive element Pk,r , the x-dimensional structure
matrix of this element is computed as θx (Pk,r ). The system
will output this newly generated constructive element only
if θx (Pk,r ) is greater than θxmin under the tolerance τ min
and no larger than θxmax under the tolerance τ max . We say
a matrix is larger (resp. smaller) than another matrix under
a certain tolerance τ only if all of its elements are at least
(resp. at most) τ times that of the corresponding elements in
another matrix and these other elements are non-zero. In our
experiments, we set τ max = 0.8 and τ min = 1.2. Similarly,
we also derive θymin , θymax , θsmin , θsmax to constrain the randomly generated intensities of the ARP to forbid the system
to output a calligraphy that violates the aesthetic constraints
extracted from training examples.
The constraints of the ARP can be relaxed in order to allow for results with new styles that cannot be easily imagined. From a computational psychology’s perspective, relaxing or ignoring the constraints in our analogous reasoning process corresponds to the creative brain activity of a
calligraphist performing cursive and running style writing.
End users can also interactively adjust these two thresholds
according to their preferences. The best values of the two
thresholds are a matter of the reviewer’s personal aesthetic
taste.

Experimental Results and Discussions
Given limited space here, we can only show a small sample of the results here. Figure 1 shows the results from the
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work. The result: they considered most of our generated
calligraphy to be acceptable.
Our thesis has been that with the parametric hierarchical
knowledge representation of Chinese calligraphy, a system
can be built to create new Chinese calligraphic artworks in a
variety of styles fully automatically and in real time, and the
system would need as input only a limited number of printed
calligraphic artwork samples.
Although we focus on automatic generation of Chinese
calligraphy in this paper, the lure and challenge of automatic
generation of artistic calligraphy is not the exclusive problem for Chinese. So an immediate future work item would
be to extend our algorithm to cover calligraphy in more languages. Another future direction is to add a feedback component behind the constraint satisfaction component to automatically tune the component to use the best thresholds in
the constraint satisfaction.

(a)
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Figure 4: A “couple” in many styles. (a) The training examples. (b)–(k) Some selected results generated by our system.

ARP being applied to a single character using six training
examples as the reasoning source and linear interpolation
in the analogous reasoning process. Figure 4 shows the results at the single-character level using five examples and
a non-linear interpolation process. The results demonstrate
that our approach can yield different new styles after having digested some existing styles. Note the consistency in
style among characters within the same newly generated calligraphic piece. To verify that the system was indeed able
to generate quality outputs, we invited a group of judges
consisting of six amateur calligraphists with at least more
than two years’ writing experience and four professional calligraphists including a professor major at calligraphy in an
art school. They cast votes on the calligraphic artwork generated by the system. If an artwork received more than seven
votes, it was considered a new acceptable calligraphic art-
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